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PAPER

A Novel e-Cash Payment System with Divisibility Based on Proxy
Blind Signature in Web of Things

Iuon-Chang LIN†, Nonmember, Chin-Chen CHANG††a), Member, and Hsiao-Chi CHIANG†, Nonmember

SUMMARY The prosperous Internet communication technologies
have led to e-commerce in mobile computing and made Web of Things
become popular. Electronic payment is the most important part of e-
commerce, so many electronic payment schemes have been proposed.
However, most of proposed schemes cannot give change. Based on proxy
blind signatures, an e-cash payment system is proposed in this paper to
solve this problem. This system can not only provide change divisibility
through Web of Things, but also provide anonymity, verifiability, unforge-
ability and double-spending owner track.
key words: electronic cash, proxy blind signature, bilinear pairing, mutual
authentication, divisibility, anonymity, double spending track

1. Introduction

Due to rapid progress of Internet and Web of Things (WoT),
e-commerce has been used widely. Since Chaum first pro-
posed an e-cash system based on a blind signature [1], many
e-cash systems based on a blind signature have been pro-
posed. In general, e-cash systems can be classified into
two categories: online e-cash schemes [2] and offline e-cash
schemes [3]. In the real world, the offline e-cash schemes
are more practical because of not requiring online payment,
but they easily suffer from double spending; therefore, it is
more important to design a secure offline e-cash system [4].

In addition, for a blind signature scheme, the signer
cannot view the message content, but a third party can make
the signature verification and know if the signature is valid.
However, Mambo et al. [5] first proposed the concept of
a proxy blind signature scheme, which can be used by an
original signer to delegate his signing ability to a proxy sig-
nature. Then a proxy signature key is generated after the
proxy signer combines with the original signer’s delegation.
Therefore, the verifier is convinced that the signature is ver-
ified and authorized by the original signer.

However, we find that many previous proposed e-cash
payment schemes [6]–[12] cannot provide divisibility. For
example, a customer firstly requests an e-cash of one hun-
dred dollars from a bank, and then he wants to pay ninety
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dollars for merchandise to a merchant, but the merchant can-
not give change for him. In order to solve this problem,
Juang and Liaw [13] proposed a divisibility e-cash scheme
same as traditional cash: e-cash is issued with various face
values such as $1, $5, $10 to achieve the function of divisi-
bility, but inconvenient for customers.

It is also found by recent research trends [14]–[18] that
consumers’ privacy is becoming more and more important.
Anonymity has been one of the important properties in re-
searches related to e-cash systems. Therefore, motivated by
the e-cash system with the trustee-based scheme [19] and
the proxy blind signature [20], we design a scheme based on
a proxy blind signature to provide anonymity, verifiability,
and untraceability. Furthermore, in order to overcome the
change problem, we use Web of Things to provide divisibil-
ity for customers in this paper. In addition, since the scheme
embeds pairing-based mutual authentications and key agree-
ment into each transaction, there is no need to set up an au-
thenticated channel for each transaction. Besides, if dou-
ble spending happens, the e-cash owner’s identity can be
revealed by the trustee who uses symmetric decryption and
exclusive-or operation.

In this paper, the related works focusing on designing
an e-cash payment system is presented in Sect. 2, followed
by Sect. 3 which describes the architecture of an e-cash pay-
ment system. In Sect. 4, an an e-cash payment protocol
based on a proxy blind signature is introduced. The secu-
rity analysis is presented in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, some preliminaries used in this paper are re-
viewed, including bilinear pairing, application of ID-based
cryptosystem using pairing, and Tan’s proxy blind signature.

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

The basic definition and properties of bilinear paring are de-
scribed in the following.

Let G 1 be a cyclic additive group generator by P
over an elliptic curve with order q, and G 2 be a cyclic
multiplicative group of the same order. A bilinear map e:
G 1 × G 1 → G 2 is an admissible bilinear paring, which
satisfies the following properties:

(1) Identity: For all P ∈ G1, e(P, P) = 1.
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(2) Alternation: For all P1, P2 ∈ G1, e(P1, P2) = e(P2, P1).
(3) Bilinearity: For all P1, P2 ∈ G1 and any a, b ∈ Z∗q,

e(aP1, bP2) = e(P1, P2)ab.
(4) Non-degeneracy: For all P1, P2 ∈ G1, P1 � P2,

e(P1, P2) � 1.
(5) Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to

compute e(P1, P2) for any P1, P2 ∈ G1.

2.2 Applications of Bilinear Pairing ID-Based Cryptosys-
tem

First, the ID-based cryptosystem using a user’s identity as a
public key was proposed by Shamir [21] in 1984. The prac-
tical ID-based cryptosystem first proposed by Boneh and
Franklin applies bilinear pairing, so many ID-based pairing
applications have been proposed.

The original purpose for ID-based encryption is to dis-
tribute a public key to a user. In such a scheme, a Key Gener-
ation Center (KGC) is responsible for setting system param-
eters and key distribution. A secret key s ∈ Z∗q is randomly
chosen by KGC, and PPub = sP is set. The {G1,G2, P, q, e}
is chosen by KGC as the system parameters, as described
in Sect. 2.1, and two hash functions H1: {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}q
and H2: {0, 1}∗ → G1 are defined. When a user sends his
identity ID to KGC, he needs to request a public/private key
pair through a secure channel to distribute keys, so the user’s
public key is computed by KGC as YID = H1(ID), and pri-
vate key computed as XID = sYID.

In such a scheme, a default session key based on the
properties of bilinear paring can be shared, so the mes-
sage can be encrypted and decrypted. For example, as-
suming user A and user B have a public/private key pair
{YA = H1(IDA), XA = sYA}, {YB = H1(IDB), XB = sYB},
respectively. Then users A and B can compute the default
session key KAB = e(XA,YB) = e(sYA,YB) = e(YA,YB)s and
KBA = e(XB,YA) = e(sYB,YA) = e(YB,YA)s, respectively,
clearly, KAB = KBA.

Next, we introduce an application of ID-based cryp-
tosystem using pairing.
• Mutual authentication and session key agreement

Mutual authentication means that both the users are
authenticated to each other within the same protocol. We
briefly describe the procedure as follows:

(1) Firstly, user A chooses a random number a ∈ Z∗q and
uses his private key XA and YB, which is the public key
of his communication target B, to compute the session
key as KAB = e(XA,YB)a = e(sYA,YB)a = e(YA,YB)sa.
Then A sends {IDA, aYA, EKAB (a)} to B, where EKAB (a)
is asymmetric encryption on a with session key KAB.

(2) After receiving the message from A, B uses his secret
key XB and received aYA to compute the session key as
KBA = e(aYA, XB) = e(aYA, sYB) = e(YA,YB)sa.

If B can successfully decrypt the EKAB (a) with the ses-
sion key computed, it is obvious that KAB = KBA. And if
B can successfully authenticate the identity of A by check-
ing whether aYA equals a · H1(IDA), it means A is the man

who B wants to communicate. Therefore, B can directly au-
thenticate A; on the contrary, A has indirectly authenticated
B, because only the right one can decrypt the message with
the intended private key X B to compute the right key KBA.
Similarly, if B sends his identity and an encrypted message
to A, then A can successfully decrypt it and verify the iden-
tity of B, and A has directly authenticated B. Hence, this
scheme can achieve mutual authentication and session key
agreement.

2.3 Tan’s Proxy Blind Signature

In 2010, the proxy blind signature proposed by Tan that
is based on bilinear pairing to provide unforgeability of e-
cash, anonymity for honest customers and efficient trace-
ability of double spending [22]. In this section, Tan’s proxy
blind signature scheme is roughly reviewed. The blind sig-
nature algorithm proposed by Fan et al. [23] has motivated
four participants in Tan’s proxy blind signature: an origi-
nal signer O, a proxy signer P, a signature requester U, and
a verifier V . It includes seven algorithms: Setup, KeyGen,
DelegationGen, DelegationVerify, SignatureKeyGen,
ProxyBlindSign, and ProxyBlindVerify. The concept of
Tan’s is as follows: a delegation token on a warrant is gen-
erated by the original signer O, and his private key and the
delegation token are used by the proxy signer to compute the
proxy signature key. Finally, the proxy signature key is used
by the proxy signer to produce the proxy blind signature on
message m.

(1) Setup: Let (G1,G2) be two bilinear groups where |G1| =
|G2| = q for some prime q order. Let Q be a generator
of G1, and e denote an admissible pairing e: G1×G1 →
G2, and select two collision-resistant hash function as
H1: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q and H2: {0, 1}∗ → G1.

(2) KeyGen: The original signer O and the proxy signer
P have their private/public key pairs (XO,YO) and
(XP,YP), respectively, where YO = XOQ and YP =

XPQ, XO, XP ∈ Z∗q.
(3) DelegationGen: The original signer O generates a war-

rant w, which records the delegation limitations, and
valids period of delegation, the identity information
of original signer and proxy signer, etc. The original
signer O chooses a random number rO ∈ Z∗q and com-
putes RO = rOQ, sO = XOH1(w ‖ RO)+ rO mod q. Then
O sends (w, sO,RO) to P through a secure channel.

(4) DelegationVerify: After receiving the delegation, P
firstly verifies the validity of the warrant w by checking
the following equality: sOQ = H1(w ‖ RO)YO + RO.

(5) SignKeyGen: If the delegation is not valid, P will re-
ject it. Otherwise, P will accepts it, and the proxy sig-
nature key sP = sO + XP mod q is computed to get
the corresponding proxy public key as YPub = sPQ =
H1(w ‖ RO)YO + RO + YP.

(6) ProxyBlindSign: Then P generates the proxy blind sig-
natures which involve the following steps.

(i) Initialization: If a signature requester U wants to
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obtain a proxy blind signature on message m, U
sends a request to the proxy signer P. Then P re-
sponses (w,RO) to U.

(ii) Blinding: U chooses two random integers
b1, b2 ∈ Z∗q, and computes R = b1H2(m ‖ RO ‖
w) + b2Q, and then sends R to P.

(iii) BlindSign: P computes the blind signature RP =

sPR and sends it to U.
(iv) Unblinding: After receiving the message, U com-

putes S = b1
−1(RP − b2YPub). Then the (w,RO, S)

is a proxy blind signature on message m.

ProxyBlindVerify: When a verifier V receives a proxy blind
signature (m,w,RO, S), he verifies whether it is valid by
checking if the following equation holds or not: e(S,Q) =
(H2(m ‖ RO ‖ w),H1(w ‖ RO)YO + RO + YP.

3. Architecture of Proposed Scheme

The protocol of this paper is demonstrated in Fig. 1 and de-
scribed in the following. There are eight processes, includ-
ing Customer C, Trustee T , Bank B, Cloud L, Merchant M
issuing license, withdrawal money with license, delegation,
e-cash withdrawal, payment, deposit, and e-cash owner trac-
ing. The payment scenario is that customer C takes cash and
goes to bank B to exchange electronic cash with a license is-
sued by Trustee T . After obtaining the e-cash, customer C
can go to merchant M to spend. Finally, merchant M will
take the e-cash for settlement with bank B. This scenario
can be used in most physical consumption or e-commerce
fields.

Before withdrawing money from bank B, customer C
needs request trustee T to issue a license for him. Then cus-
tomer C uses the license to withdraw the money from bank
B. After receiving the license, bank B verifies it. If the li-
cense is valid, bank B will delegate his signing ability and
the total money which customer C requested to Cloud L, and
L combines the delegation of B and his private key to gen-
erate a proxy signature key. Therefore, the L can divide the
total money into many small e-cashs and generate a proxy
blind signature for every small e-cash. When customer C
wants to spend e-cash for purchases, he just needs to with-
draw it from Cloud L at any time. For example, customer

Fig. 1 The architecture of e-cash payment system.

C firstly withdraws $1,000 from bank B, then bank B del-
egates the total money to Cloud L. When C wants to pay
$580 for purchases, he just needs to withdraw $580 from L,
and then Cloud L deducts it. Next time customer C wants
to use the surplus $420, he also withdraws it from Cloud L.
Customer C would not worry that the B has closed, or the
e-cash cannot give change. After that, customer C can pay
the e-cash to Merchant M for purchases. After receiving the
e-cash, Merchant M verifies the validation of e-cash. If it is
valid, Merchant M deposits it to bank B, then he will get the
real money in his account.

4. Proposed Scheme

4.1 Notations

Before proceeding to our scheme, some notations used in
Table 1 throughout the paper is first introduced to describe
the e-cash payment system.

Table 1 Notations for protocol description.
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Fig. 2 License-issuing protocol.

4.2 System Set-Up

G1 is selected by the key generation center (KGC) as a
cyclic additive group with generator P and order q, G2 as
acyclic multiplicative group with the same order, and a bi-
linear paring map e: G1 ×G1 → G2. The KGC defines three
hash functions, H1: {0, 1}∗ → G1, H2: G2 → {0, 1}q, H3:
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}q, a symmetric encryption algorithm E, and
the corresponding decryption algorithm D. A random num-
ber s ∈ Z∗q is chosen by the KGC as its private key, and he
system public key PPub = sP is set. Then the system param-
eters {G1,G2, q, P, PPub, e,H1,H2,H3, E,D} is published by
the KGC.

As for key generation, a customer sends his identity
IDC to the KGC, and then the KGC computes the public key
of the customer as YC = H1(IDC) and his private key as XC =

s · YC and send the key pair to customer C through a secure
channel. Likewise, the KGC generate the public/private key
pairs {XT ,YT }, {XB,YB}, {XL,YL}, and {XM ,YM} for Trustee
T , Bank B, Cloud L, and Merchant M, respectively.

Additionally, a secret key KT is selected by T to protect
or reveal the identity of customer in the LST .

4.3 License Issuing

Before withdrawing money from a bank, a customer needs
to request trustee T to issue a license for him. The steps of
this phase are specified as follows (refer to Fig. 2):

Step 1: C chooses a random number f1 ∈ Z∗q and
a blind factor b1 ∈ Z∗q. And he computes the session

key KCT = H2(e(XC , f1 · YT )) with his private key
XC and T’s public key YT and then sets AuthCT as
{IDC , IDT , b1, f1,Ts}where Ts is a timestamp. He then sends
{EKCT (AuthCT ), f1YC} to T, where EKCT (AuthCT ) is asymmet-
ric encryption on AuthCT with session key KCT .

Step 2: After receiving the message from C, T acts the
following steps.

(1) T computes the session key KTC = H2(e(XT , f1 · YC))
with his private key XT and received f1YC to decrypt
EKCT (AuthCT ). If KTC is equal to KCT he can obtain the
AuthCT . After that, he checks whether IDC and IDT in
AuthCT are correct, if they are not, T rejects the request.

(2) T′ − Ts is checked by T whether it is less than ΔT: T′
is the current system time of T, and ΔT is the amount
tolerated for a transmission delay. If not, T rejects the
reject.

(3) f1 and IDC in AuthCT are used by T to compute f1 ·
H1(IDC), and T checks whether it is equal to the f1YC

received. If it is, T believes C is a valid party; on the
other hand, T rejects the request.

(4) If above checks are correct, T randomly chooses a
number m to compute the license secret token (LST)
as EKT (IDC ⊕ m).

(5) In order to sign on b1
−1 · LST , T computes U = nP and

V = nPPub + H3(b1
−1 · LST ,U)XT , and sets (U,V) as

the license verifiable token (LVT).
(6) T sends EKTC (IDT , LST , LVT) to C, where

EKTC (IDT ,LST ,LVT) is asymmetric encryption on
(IDT ,LST ,LVT) with the session key KTC , and stores
(LST ,m) in the database.
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Fig. 3 Money withdrawal with license protocol.

Step 3: After receiving the message from T , C uses the
session key KCT to decrypt EKTC (IDT ,LST ,LVT). If IDT is
correct, C believes T is a valid party. And then C uses the
public key of T to verify the license by checking whether
e(V, P) equals e(U, PPub)e(H3(b1

−1 · LST ,U)YT , PPub). If it
is, the license for C is (LST ,LVT).

4.4 Money Withdrawal with License

In this phase, customer C asks a withdraw money request
to bank B. Bank B can confirm the license by checking the
LST and LVT . If it is correct, bank B generates a warrant to
customer C. The steps of this phase are specified as follows
(refer to Fig. 3):

Step 1: customer C chooses a random number f2 ∈ Z∗q,
a random serial number TNO, and determines an amount
of money val he requests. And he computes the session
key KCB = H2(e(XC , f2 · YB)) with his private key XC and
B’s public key YB. In addition, then he sets AuthCB as
{IDC , IDB, f2, val,H3(TNO), b1

−1 · LST ,LVT ,Ts}; b1 is se-
lected by C in the license-issuing protocol; LST blinded by
b1
−1; {b1

−1 ·LST ,LVT}, the blind license; Ts, a timestamp. C
then sends {EKCB (AuthCB), f2YC} to B, where EKCB (AuthCB)
is asymmetric encryption on AuthCB with session key KCB.

Step 2: After receiving the message from customer C,
bank B acts the following steps.

(1) bank B computes the session key KBC = H2(e(XB, f2 ·
YC)) with his private key XB and receives f2YC to de-

crypt EKCB (AuthCB). If KBC is equal to KCB, he can
obtain the AuthCB. After that, he checks whether IDC

and IDB in AuthCB are correct, if they are not, bank B
rejects the request.

(2) bank B checks whether T′ − Ts is less than ΔT. If not,
he rejects the request.

(3) f2 and IDC in AuthCB are used by bank B to compute
f2 · H1(IDC), and to check whether it is equal to the
f2YC received. If it is, bank B believes customer C as a
valid party; otherwise, bank B rejects the request.

(4) B verifies the license of customer C by check-
ing whether e(V, P) equals e(U, PPub)e(H3(b1

−1 ·
LST ,U)YT , PPub). If equal, bank B believes that the
blind license of customer C was issued by T ; other-
wise, he rejects the request.

(5) bank B then checks customer C has val dollars in his
account. If not, rejects the request.

(6) If the above checks are correct, a warrant w is gener-
ated by B, recording the delegation restrictions of au-
thority: valid periods of the delegation, the identity of
original signer bank B and the proxy signer cloud L.
Then a random number r0 ∈ Z∗q is selected to compute
R0 = r0P, s0 = XBH3(w ‖R0)+ r0 mod q, where ‖ is the
concatenation of w and R0.

(7) Finally, bank B sends (w ‖ R0) to customer C which
is encrypted by session key KBC . When customer C
wants to request the e-cash for purchases, he must send
(w ‖ R0) to L to obtain the e-coin.
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Fig. 4 Delegation protocol.

4.5 Delegation Protocol

In this phase, bank B delegates his signing ability to cloud
L, and cloud L combines the delegation of bank B and his
private key to generate a proxy signature key. By using the
proxy signature, cloud L can produce the proxy signature on
e-cash. The steps of this phase are specified as follows (refer
to Fig. 4):

Step 1: bank B randomly chooses r1 ∈ Z∗q and f3 ∈
Z∗q, and then he computes signature as R = r1PPub, S =
(r1H3(TNO) + b1

−1 · LST)XB. And he computes the session
key KBL = H2(e(XB, f3 · YL)) with his private key XB and L’s
public key YL. In addition, then he sets AuthBL as {IDB, IDL,
IDC , f3, H3(TNO), b1

−1 · LST , LVT , val, (w, s0,R0), (R, S),
Ts}, where b1 is the blind factor chosen by C in the license-
issuing protocol, LST is blinded by b1

−1, {b1
−1 · LS T,LVT}

is the blind license, val is the amount of money which bank
B is delegated to cloud L, (w, s0,R0) is generated by bank B
in the money withdrawal with license protocol, and Ts is a
timestamp. bank B then sends {EKBL (AuthBL), f3YB} to cloud
L, where EKBL (AuthBL) is the result of AuthBL encrypted by
session key KBL.

Step 2: After receiving the message from bank B, cloud
L acts the following steps.

(1) cloud L computes the session key KLB = H2(e(XL, f3 ·
YB)) with his private key XL and receives f3YB to

decrypt EKBL (AuthBL). If KLB is equal to KBL, he can
obtain the AuthBL. After that, he checks whether IDB

and IDL in AuthBL are correct, if they are not, L stops
the phase.

(2) cloud L checks whether T′ − Ts is less than ΔT. If not,
L stops the phase.

(3) cloud L checks bank B’s identity by useing f3 and IDB

in AuthBL to compute f3 · H1(IDB) and checks whether
it is equal to the f3YL which he received. If not, cloud
L stops the phase.

(4) cloud L verifies the signature of B by checking whether
e(S, P) equals e(H3(TNO)YB,R)e(b1

−1 ·LST ·YB, PPub).
If equal, cloud L believes that the signature was signed
by bank B; otherwise, he rejects the request.

(5) In order to verify the delegation, L computes H3(w‖R0)
and checking whether s0P equals YBH3(w ‖ R0)PPub +

R0. If equal, cloud L believes the delegation is valid;
otherwise, L stops the phase.

(6) Finally, cloud L computes the proxy signature key sP =

s0 + XL. And he sets YPub = sPP = (YBH3(w ‖ R0) +
YL)PPub.

4.6 e-Cash Withdrawal

In this phase, customer C withdraws the e-cash from cloud L
so that he can pay the e-cash to Merchant M for purchasing
the goods. The steps of this phase are specified as follows
(refer to Fig. 5):
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Fig. 5 e-Cash withdrawal protocol.

Step 1: C chooses a random number f4, two blind
factors b2 and b3, and a random e-cash number CNO,
and then he determines the face value of e-cash a that
he wants to withdraw this time. He then computes Q =
b2H1(a ‖ CNO ‖ LST) + b3P. And he computes the ses-
sion key KCL = H2(e(XC , f4 · YL)) with his private key
XC and cloud L’s public key YL. In addition, then he sets
AuthCL as {IDC , IDL, f4, a, (w,R0),Q,Ts} where (w,R0) is
generated by bank B in the money withdrawal with license
protocol, and Ts is a timestamp. Customer C then sends
{EKBL (AuthBL), f4YC} to cloud L, where EKCL (AuthCL) is the
result of AuthCL encrypted by session key KCL.

Step 2: After receiving the message from bank B, cloud
L acts the following steps.

(1) cloud L computes the session key KLC = H2(e(XL, f4 ·
YC)) with his private key XL and receives f4YC to de-
crypt EKCL (AuthCL). If KLC is equal to KCL, he can ob-
tain the AuthCL. After that, he checks whether IDC and
IDL in AuthCL are correct; if they are not, cloud L stops
the phase.

(2) L checks whether T′ −Ts is less than ΔT. If not, L stops
the phase.

(3) cloud L uses f4 and IDC in AuthCL to compute f4 ·
H1(IDC) and checks whether it is equal to the f4YC

which he received. If equal, cloud L believes customer
C is a valid party; otherwise, cloud L stops the phase.

(4) cloud L verifies the license of customer C, which
is stored in cloud L’s database in the delegation

protocol, by checking whether e(V, P) equals e(U, PPub)
e(H1(b1

−1 ·LST ,U)YT , PPub). If equal, cloud L believes
that the blind license of customer C is issued by trustee
T ; otherwise, he rejects the request.

(5) In order to verify the delegation, cloud L computes
H3(w ‖ R0) and checks whether s0P equals YBH3(w ‖
R0)PPub + R0. If equal, cloud L believes the delegation
is valid; otherwise, cloud L stops the phase.

(6) cloud L checks whether the face value of e-cash a is
over the amount of val which C deposit in the bank, if
it holds, cloud L deducts a value form val; otherwise,
the phase has to be rejected.

(7) If above checks are correct, cloud L computes the
proxy blind signature as R′P = sPQ.

(8) cloud L sends AuthLC as (IDL, IDC ,R′P,TS) to customer
C which is encrypted by session key KLC .

Step 3: After receiving the message from cloud L,
customer C can decrypt the message with the session key
KCL, if C is the corresponding receiver. After that, he
checks whether T′ − Ts is less than ΔT. If not, cloud L
stops the phase. He then unblinds the proxy blind signa-
ture by computing RP = b2

−1(R′P − b3YPub) and verifies the
proxy blind signature by checking whether e(RP, P) equals
e(H1(a ‖ CNO ‖ LST),YPub). If the verification is correct,
customer C can believe cloud L is a valid party which is del-
egated by bank B. Finally, the e-cash is (a,CNO,LST ,RP).
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Fig. 6 Payment protocol.

4.7 Payment

In this protocol, when customer C decides to purchase a
product from a specific merchant M, he can pay the e-cash
to merchant M without disclosing his identity. The steps of
this phase are specified as follows (refer to Fig. 6):

Step 1: customer C chooses a random number f5, then
he uses merchant M’s public key YM to compute the ses-
sion key KCM as H2(e( f5 · YM , PPub), and sets AuthCM as
{IDM , IDB, coin, f5,TS}. He then sends EKCM (AuthCM) and
f5P to merchant M.

Step 2: After receiving the message from customer C,
merchant M acts the following steps.

(1) merchant M computes the session key KMC =

H2(e(XM , f5P)) with his private key XM and receives
f5P to decrypt EKCM (AuthCM). If KMC is equal to
KCM , he can obtain the AuthCM . After that, he checks
whether IDM in AuthCM is correct; if not correct, mer-
chant M stops the phase.

(2) merchant M checks whether T′ − Ts is within the valid
time interval ΔT. If it does not hold, merchant M stops
the phase; otherwise, this procedure continues.

(3) Finally, merchant M verifies the e-cash signature by
checking whether e(RP, P) equals e(H1(a ‖ CNO ‖
LST),YPub). If the verification is correct, merchant M
can believe the e-cash received from customer C is
valid, then transfers and deposits to bank B.

4.8 Deposit

In this protocol, merchant M deposits the received e-cash
to bank B. When receiving the deposit requirement from
the merchant M, bank B verifies the signature of the e-cash.

If verified, he accepts the e-cash and credits the account of
the merchant M; otherwise, bank B requests trustee T to
disclose the identity of the dishonest customer. The steps of
this phase are specified as follows (refer to Fig. 7):

Step 1: Firstly, merchant M chooses a random num-
ber f6 and sets AuthMB as {IDM , IDB, coin, f6,TS} and com-
putes session key KMB as H2(e(XM , f6 · YB)) by using his
private key XM and B’s public key YB. Then he sends
{EKMB (AuthMB), f6YM} to bank B.

Step 2: After receiving the message from merchant M,
bank B acts following steps.

(1) bank B computes the session key KBM = H2(e(XB, f6 ·
YM)) with his private key XB and receives f6YM to de-
crypt EKMB (AuthMB). If KBM is equal to KMB he can
obtain the AuthMB. After that, he checks whether IDM

and IDB in AuthMB are correct, if they are not, B stops
the phase.

(2) merchant M checks whether T′ − Ts is within the valid
time interval ΔT. If it does not hold, merchant M stops
the phase; otherwise, this procedure continues.

(3) bank B uses f6 and IDM in AuthMB to compute f6 ·
H1(IDM) and checks whether it is equal to the f6YM

which he received. If it is, bank B believes merchant M
is a valid party; otherwise, B stops the phase.

(4) If the above checks are correct, bank B verifies the sig-
nature of e-cash by checking whether e(RP, P) equals
e(H1(a‖CNO‖LST),YPub). If the verification is correct,
bank B can believe the e-cash received from merchant
M is valid.

(5) After that, B checks whether the e-cash has double
spent before; if it is fresh, he credits amount a into mer-
chant M’s account.
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Fig. 7 Deposit protocol.

4.9 e-Cash Owner Tracing

In the proposed scheme, if the e-cash is spent twice (double
spending) or abused by a criminal, the bank can ask trustee
T to revoke the anonymity of the e-cash by providing the
LST .

LST = EKT (IDC ⊕ m)

After receiving this request, trustee T retrieves (LST ,m)
from its database and uses his secret key KT , to execute the
following expression to reveal the e-cash owner’s identity

ID = DKT (LST) ⊕ m.

Thus, it can disclose the owner’s identity of the e-cash.

5. Security Analysis

In this section, it will demonstrate the security of the pro-
posed e-cash payment protocol. Firstly, we easily confirm
the following properties; (1) Identifiablity: the identity of
the original signer bank B and the identity of the proxy
signer cloud L can be easily confirmed by a verifier through
the warrant w. (2) Non-repudiation: A proxy blind signa-
ture contains the warrant w. During the signature verifica-
tion, the public key of original signer bank B and the public
key of proxy signer cloud L must be used by the verifier.
Hence, for a valid proxy blind signature, the delegation del-
egated to cloud L cannot be denied by the original signer
bank B, and the proxy signer cloud L also cannot deny the
signature signed. Other security analysis will be confirmed

in the following; it involves five aspects: mutual authentica-
tion, verifiability, untraceability, unforgeability, and e-cash
tracing.

5.1 Mutual Authentication

As defined in Sect. 2.2, for every transaction made between
two parties, the message has to be encrypted by the session
key. After the encryption is completed, one party will trans-
fer it to another. Only the intended one can compute the
corresponding session key to decrypt the request message.
Hence, this scheme can achieve mutual authentication and
session key agreement.

5.2 Verifiability

(1) In the money withdrawal with a license protocol and
e-cash withdrawal protocol, bank B and cloud L can
verify the license using trustee T ’s public key YT . The
license is valid only if the following equation holds:

e(V, P) = e(nPPub + H3(b1
−1 · LST ,U)XT , P)

= e(nP, PPub)e(H3(b1
−1 · LST ,U)YT , PPub)

= e(U, PPub)e(H3(b1
−1 · LST ,U)YT , PPub)

(2) In the delegation protocol, the cloud can verify the
bank’s signature using bank B’s pubic key YB and the
blind LST . The bank’s signature is valid if the follow-
ing equation holds:

e(S, P) = e((rH3(TNO) + b1
−1 · LST)XB, P)

= e(H3(TNO)YB, rPPub)e(b1
−1 · LST · YB, PPub)
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Table 2 Temperature and wildlife count in the three areas covered by the study.

= e(H3(TNO)YB,R)e(b1
−1 · LST · YB, PPub)

(3) In the e-cash withdrawal, payment, and deposit proto-
cols, anyone who obtains the e-cash can verify the sig-
nature of e-cash using the information of e-coin. The
e-cash is valid only if the following equation holds:

e(RP, P) = e(b2
−1(RP

′ − b3YPub), P)

= e(b2
−1(sPQ − b3YPub), P)

= e(b2
−1sP(Q − b3P), P)

= e(b2
−1(Q − b3P),YPub)

= e(b2
−1(b2H1(a ‖ CNO ‖ LST) + b3P

− b3P),YPub)

= e(H1(a ‖ CNO ‖ LST),YPub)

5.3 Untraceability

(1) During the money withdrawal with license protocol,
when customer C wants to request money with his li-
cense, he must provide his identity IDC and the blind
license {b1

−1·LST ,LVT} to the bank. Although the bank
knows the identity of a customer, he has no information
about the LST , because it is blinded with b1

−1. There-
fore, it can avoid the bank B recording the LST with
customer C’s identity in the money withdrawal with li-
cense protocol, so that when bank B receives the LST
in the deposit protocol, he cannot know the C’ identity
within it.

(2) In the e-cash withdrawal protocol, when C wants to
request e-cash, he must provide his identity IDC and
blind hash value Q, which includes the face value of
e-cash value a, the serial number of e-cash CNO, and
LST . Although the cloud knows the identity of cus-
tomer C, he has no information about either CNO or
LST , because they are hashed and blind with b2, b3. Af-
ter authenticating the identity of customer C, the clod
L signs on Q by using his proxy signature key sP, and
output the proxy blind signature RP

′ to customer C.
Then customer C unblinds it and makes the signature
RP, which is unknown to cloud L. Therefore, cloud L
cannot trace the identity of customer C by {CNO,LST}

or RP.
(3) In the payment protocol, when merchant M receives

the e-cash from customer C, he cannot know the iden-
tity of customer IDC by the e-cash. Due to customer
IDC is embedded in the LST , and it is the result of cus-
tomer IDC exclusive-or with a random number m and
encrypted by trustee T ’s secret key KT , which is only
known by trustee T . Therefore, only when the e-cash
is double spent or abused by the criminal, the bank can
ask trustee T to disclose the identity of customer C.
In addition, the message and session key between cus-
tomer C and merchant M does not include any infor-
mation about customer C, so that this protocol can keep
the anonymity of customer C.

5.4 Unforgeability

Every legal customer C has a valid license issued from
trustee T . However, in the payment protocol, the LST might
be obtained by an adversary from a compromised merchant
M. Then the adversary wants to embed the LST in a with-
drawal request and pass to bank B’s verification. However,
without information about KGC’s private key s, the adver-
sary cannot successfully pass the verification because of the
ECDLP problem. The following steps show how this attack
fails.

Step 1: The adversary A obtains the LST of a legal cus-
tomer C from a compromised merchant M.

Step 2: Assume that the adversary A chooses two ran-
dom numbers b1

∗ ∈ Z∗q, W∗ ∈ G1 and computes the follow-
ing equation:

e(U∗, PPub)e(H3((b1
∗)−1 · LST ,U∗)YT , PPub)

= e(U∗ + H3((b1
∗)−1 · LST ,U∗)YT , PPub)

= e(s(U∗ + H3((b1
∗)−1 · LST ,U∗))YT , P) = e(V∗, P)

5.5 e-Cash Tracing

As explained in Sect. 4.9, if the e-cash has double spent or
abused by a criminal, the bank can ask trustee T to disclose
the identity of the dishonest customer and revoke the anony-
mous e-cash by using the trustee T ’s secret key.
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Trustee T retrieves (LST ,m) from the database and uses
the secret key KT to compute IDC as DKT (LST) ⊕ m so to
disclose the owner’s identity of the e-coin. Once T con-
firm the identity of customer C, trustee T can cancel the
corresponding LST from database and keep the cancellation
record. And the cancellation record might have bad influ-
ence for customer C’s credit.

In the other hand, bank B can cooperate with trustee
T to review customer C’s credit periodically. If customer C
has bad credit, trustee T and bank B can reject the request.

6. Comparisons

The comparisons between the proposed scheme and the
related payment schemes are shown in Table 2 where it
shows if these schemes can provide the anonymity (or un-
traceability), verifiability, unforgeability, double-spending
owner tracing, on/off-line system, divisibility, and built-in
mutual authentication or not. Anonymity, Verifiability, Un-
forgeability, and double-spending owner tracing are essen-
tial properties, which are related to privacy and security, di-
visibility, anonymity revocation, and built-in authentication
are optional properties. For divisibility, many banks adopt
a strategy similar to traditional cash to achieve the function
of divisibility; in our scheme, we adopt the Cloud and Web
of Things to give change to cover the function. For mu-
tual authentication, it is used to protect the user from being
cheated. In many schemes, the bank should pre-establish an
authentication channel to authenticate a customer to perform
the withdrawal service. However, in our proposed scheme,
any party can authenticate the one who communicates with
him in every transaction. Therefore, our proposed scheme is
more efficient than others.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an e-cash payment system based
on proxy blind signatures to overcome the problem of
changes in Web of Things. This system not only pro-
vides unforgeability and verifiability, but also protects the
anonymity of honest customers with an effective double-
spending traceability function. Since pair-based mutual
authentication and key agreement technology are adopted,
each party has built-in mutual authentication. Compared
with the related work, the scheme proposed by this paper
can provide the properties of mutual authentication, ver-
ifiability, untraceability, unforgeability, and e-cash tracing
when double spending occurs. The scheme proposed in this
paper is safer, more efficient, and practical. However, if the
e-cash doesn’t meet the price of the merchandise or extra
e-cash is needed to complete the transaction, it needs more
computational cost. We’ll figure out the more efficient pro-
tocol for customers and banks in the future.
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